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	Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET (White Book), 9780672321306 (0672321300), Sams Publishing, 2001
Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET provides corporate developers with the .NET Framework techniques necessary to build distributed and reusable business systems in VB.NET. Covered topics include: VB.NET and the .NET Framework architecture and language concepts; building distributed applications with VB.NET using ADO.NET, XML, ASP.NET, SOAP, and COM+; and enterprise integration using the Services Framework. 

About the Author

   Dan Fox is Technical Director for Quilogy in Overland Park, Kansas. Quilogy   (www.quilogy.com) is a leading Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and Solution   Provider with more than 450 consultants nationwide in 16 cities. Quilogy   provides digital consulting and technical education services to a wide range of   clients and specializes in building solutions on the Microsoft platform. As a   Certified Technical Education Center, Quilogy teaches the range of Microsoft   Official Curriculum (MOC) courses and specializes in building solutions and   teaching courses using both .NET development and .NET Enterprise Servers.  

  Dan is a Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer, Systems Engineer, and Trainer   who has been a consultant, instructor, and managing consultant on a variety of   projects. In his role as a Technical Director, Dan provides technical guidance   to Quilogy's consultants and customers.  

  Before joining Quilogy in 1995, Dan worked for Chevron in Houston, Texas, and   the National Association of Insurance Commissioners in Kansas City, Missouri.   Dan earned his B.S. in Computer Science from Iowa State University in 1991.  Dan has been a frequent contributor to the Visual Basic Programmer's Journal and   has written numerous articles for SQL Server magazine, Advisor journals, and   InformIT.com. He authored the book Pure Visual Basic from Sams and coauthored a   book on the Visual Basic 6 Distributed Exam (70-175) for Certification Insider   Press. He has spoken at TechEd and several Developer Days conferences and   Microsoft events.  

  Dan lives in Shawnee, Kansas, with his lovely wife, Beth, and two young   daughters, Laura and Anna. Besides earning the nickname "Dan.NET" from his   family, Dan spends his time reading, enjoying movies, and as always, rooting for   the Cubs.  
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Making Music with Mobile DevicesCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	The iPhone, iPod Touch, Nintendo Gameboy, and handhelds like them are some of the are used by hundreds of millions of people around the world. Many of the people who use these devices are musicians that don’t know that they can use their handhelds to make and record music. This book offers both a survey of the available technologies,...


		

Disorders of the Respiratory Tract: Common Challenges in Primary Care (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	A concise review of the epidemiology, pathogenesis, and management of common respiratory conditions seen in a primary care setting. Using an illuminating case-based approach, Dr. Mintz assesses the key clinical questions that a primary care physician would ask and applies the most up-to-date research and guidelines to offer the practitioner...


		

Knowledge Management (KM) Processes in Organizations: Theoretical Foundations and PracticeMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011


	Knowledge Management (KM) is an effort to increase useful knowledge in the organization. It is

	a natural outgrowth of late twentieth century movements to make organizational management and

	operations more effective, of higher quality, and more responsive to constituents in a rapidly changing

	global environment. This document traces...




	

CustomerCentric SellingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The most difficult task in selling—and the number one key to success—is to  get inside the head of your buyer. CustomerCentric Selling presents a  dynamic process for first understanding and shaping your buyers’ concerns, then  helping those same buyers visualize using your offering to achieve goals, solve  problems,...


		

Mechanical Ventilation (Critical Care Clinics, April 2007, Volume 23, No. 2)Saunders, 2007

	The last decade has generated a growing fund of knowledge on how

	ventilator management can greatly impact patient outcome. The concepts

	developed by ARDS Network have been broadly accepted and placed into

	clinical practice, not only at university centers, but has filtered down to community

	hospitals. We are educating our...

		

Business Intelligence for the EnterprisePrentice Hall, 2003
This book offers a true enterprise view of business intelligence. IBM expert Mike Biere shows managers how to create a coherent BI plan that reflects the needs of users throughout the organization-and then implement that plan successfully. Biere explains how to objectively assess the business case for BI, and identifies proven...
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